TECHNICAL DATA
ENVIRODRI GEN4
DRY CARPET
CLEANING MACHINE

Description:
The Envirodri system is one of the most efficient and environmentally
responsible ways to clean all types of carpet without the use of water.
This innovative system is comprised of the GEN 4 Dry Carpet Cleaning
Machine and Pro 40 Envirodri Microsponges. Other products are also
available to complete the range including the Lindhaus Dynamic Professional
Upright Vacuum Cleaner, Pro 24 Biological Odour Eliminator, Pro 41 Envirodri
Spot Remover and Pro 43 Envirodri Pre-Cleaner.
The Dry Carpet Cleaning System is suitable for both spot and deep cleaning
schedules and enables facilities to maintain their flooring without disruption
to their daily activities.
The water-free cleaning system means there is minimal drying time resulting
in carpets that can be in use during and immediately after cleaning.
The system cleans using 100% biodegradable, natural, soft sponge-like
cellulose particles which have been moistened with just the right amount
of cleaning ingredients to dissolve and remove dirt and grime from carpet
fibres. The GEN4 machine features counter-rotating brushes which effortlessly
glide over carpets, agitating the cleaning compound into the fibres whilst also
acting as a pile lifter - cleaning whilst simultaneously restoring previously flat,
crushed carpeting.

The GEN 4 Dry Carpet Cleaning Machine is supplied
with medium white brushes as standard. Suitable
for cleaning most types of carpet from man-made to
natural. Other brushes of varying grade of stiffness
are also available for very soft or hard carpet types.
The GEN 4 is suitable for use on raised access
flooring.

Benefits:
•
Self-propelling, lightweight and easy to use
•
The GEN 4 handle can be detached in seconds for stair cleaning, easy
transportation and compact storage
•
Suitable for both large and small areas and deep or spot cleaning
maintenance schedules
•
The handle moves on a 180 degree join allowing the user to reach
under objects and in spaces with a low height
•
Brushes are easily changed with a few clicks. No tools required
•
The counter-rotating brushes also act as a carpet pile lifter restoring
previously crushed carpet back to its original condition
•
Low level of maintenance required. No tools or lengthy downtime
•
Water-free cleaning! Carpets can be walked on and in use during or
immediately after cleaning. No down time for businesses.
•
Also available: GEN 4 twinning bar which enable two machines to be
joined giving the operator approx 1 metre of cleaning width. Perfect for
large areas of carpeting.
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Instructions for use:
Vacuum the carpet thoroughly to remove any loose, dry dirt.
Working in small areas at a time apply Pro 40 Microsponges to areas where
there is dirt. Agitate the Microsponges into the carpet using the Envirodri GEN
4 Dry Carpet Cleaning Machine. Leave for a few minutes until completely dry
then vacuum away.
1kg Pro 40 Microsponges will clean approximately 30sq metres of medium
soiled carpet.

Maintenance and care:
After each use follow the steps below:
1. Remove machine from its protective tray and gently place on its side
2. Remove the brush rods to release the brushes
3.Using a dustpan and brush remove any loose microsponges from both
brushes as well as inside the casing.
Tip: Cleaning the machine a couple of hours after use give the microsponges
a chance to dry out, making cleaning a lot easier.
Important: Always clean brushes immediately after cleaning hazardous or
infectious spillages such as urine. If required brushes can be washed by
dipping them into a bucket of warm soapy water. Do not soak. Leave to dry
naturally.
4. Replace the brushes and store your machine in the protective tray until next
use.
Note: The GEN4 machine is equipped with a thermal motor protector. If the
machine becomes clogged it will automatically shut off to protect the motor
from overheating. In the event of this happening switch off the machine and
unplug from the power source. Check the brushes and remove any clogging.
Once clear you may safely resume using the machine.
Machine specifications UK:
Electrical			
Nominal power		
Rated amperage		
Brush width		
Brush RPM		
Wheels			
Weight			
Height with handle		
Depth			
Power cord		

230V/240V
550W
2.6 Amps
16 inches (40cm)
550 RPM
2 inches (5cm) non-marking black
46lbs (21kg)
44inches (112cm)
12 inches (30cm)
33 feet (10m)

Ordering codes:
GEN4 Carpet Cleaning Machine		

E40-4-9002BK
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